
Forsyte I.T. Solutions Guardian 365 Now
Available on Microsoft AppSource

Guardian 365 is now available in Microsoft

AppSource!

RICHMOND, VIRGINIA, UNITED STATES,

February 10, 2022 /EINPresswire.com/

-- Forsyte I.T. Solutions today

announced the availability of Guardian

365 Security Managed Services on

Microsoft AppSource, an online cloud

marketplace providing tailored line-of-

business solutions.

Forsyte I.T. Solutions (Forsyte) is an

award-winning Microsoft Gold Partner

and Managed Service Provider, serving

Microsoft clients with security, identity,

compliance, and migration solutions

and services. 

Guardian 365 was created by Forsyte

security engineers to eliminate

common hurdles associated with

enhanced security by providing an all-

in-one managed detection and

response solution to security teams

across industries.

This always-on cybersecurity managed service architects a zero-trust security model to keep

your organization protected against threats. Guardian 365 provides threat correlation,

consolidated reporting, data-driven performance tuning, and automated incident response.

Forsyte helps organizations put next-generation Microsoft 365 security managed services to

work with Guardian 365 Security Managed Services and can do the same for you. 

Because of the work with Forsyte, organizations have effectively hardened security and thwarted

cyberattacks in multiple industries, including Education, Government, and Commercial. 

“Through Microsoft AppSource, customers around the world can easily find tailored line-of-
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business partner solutions that work

with the products they already use,”

said Toby Bowers, General Manager,

Business Applications Group, Microsoft

Corp. “We’re happy to welcome

Forsyte’s Guardian 365 to the growing

AppSource ecosystem.”

About Forsyte

At Forsyte, our mission is to empower

organizations to achieve technology

goals and objectives with best-in-class

employees and advanced technologies.

As a strategic leader in the IT industry,

Forsyte develops IT infrastructures and

creates products to support the

success of all organizations across the

Education, Government, Commercial,

and Healthcare industries.

It is not if you get attacked,

it is when you get attacked.

Guardian 365 will help

recognize and prevent these

threats against your

environment.”

Chuck McBride, CEO of

Forsyte I.T. Solutions
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/562765272
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in today's world. Please see our Editorial Guidelines for more information.
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